Abstract A quantization based piecewise linear filter network is defined. For stationary signals this filter network is a generalization of the classical Wiener filter, with an input signal x , and a desired response d,, n = 1 , 2 , . . .. The object of the piecewise linear filter network, is the approximation of a possible nonlinear function G ( z ) between x , and d,. A method for the training of this network based on local approximation in the input space is devised. The training is carried out by repeatedly alternating between vector quantization of the training set into quantization classes and equalization of the quantization classes linear filter mean square training errors. The equalization of the mean square training errors is carried out by adapting the boundaries between neighbor quantization classes such that the differences in mean square training errors are reduced.
Introduction
A quantization based, piecewise linear filter network is defined. For stationary signals this filter network is a generalization of the classical Wiener filter [l], with an input signal z , and a desired response d,, n = 1,2,. . .. 
Training Algorithm Overview.
The training algorithm shown in the next section, is based on two nested operations carried out iteratively. The first operation is vector quantization of the training set, represented by the matrix Xd. The result of this is the mean values of quantization classes CO, the training set partition matrix Qo, the neighbor matrix Po of the quantization classes and the mean square training errors Jo of the quantization classes. In the second operation, denoted equalization, the quantization classes are adapted through the operation adapt quantization classes according to the current training errors of the classes and their neighbor classes training errors. The two adaptation rules considered here are:
Rule 1: Adapt the current quantization class in the direction of the largest training error gradient of the neighbors to the current quantization class.
where: i , j = 1,. . . , Qs, h ( z ) = 0.5(121+ z), pfJT1 : neighbor matrix element and pi, is a constant.
Rule 2: Adapt the current quantization class in the direction of the mean training error gradient to the neighbors of the current quantization class.
vi is the number of neighbor quantization classes of class i.
Both rules leads to the transformation:
Rule 1 leads to these properties of I?:
If -yii = 1 then the quantization class no. i has a local (global) maximum in the training error, compared to its neighbors. At least one -yii will be equal to 1.
r is a column stochastic matrix. (Each column sums to 1).
If Sign(yij) = 1 for i = 1 , . .. , Q s , i # j then the quantization class j is a local (global) minimum.
0 I? is a column stochastic matrix.
The adaptation is followed by a minimum distance classification of the training set using Ck and finally determination of the local filter matrix wk.
The results of the training algorithm are the quantization class means C k defining the quantization classes and the local linear filters wk.
The Training Algorithm.
Initialize:
The number of quantization iterations. k = 0 : The number of equalization iterations.
Ao : Identity partition for the training set. 
